Don’t miss the 13th Annual State of Freight Conference and the 68th Annual Port of New Orleans Night!

ONE DAY!!
TWO BIG EVENTS!!

Thursday, October 17

• State of Freight: 8:00 AM — 1:30 PM
• 68th Annual Port of New Orleans Night: 6:00 PM

Join the Intermodal Freight Transportation Institute (IFTI) in Memphis, Tennessee, at the University of Memphis Rose Theatre to connect with outstanding speakers, cutting edge transportation industry research and an opportunity to network with regional transportation professionals. The annual State of Freight Conference focuses on current policy, legislation, economic trends, impacts of changing technology, and other emerging topics in freight.

2019 State of Freight
Impacts of Trade Policies and Innovation on Global Supply Chain
Topics include:

• Impact of policies and tariffs
• Importer/Exporter perspectives
• Port and Carrier perspectives
• Emerging technologies and implications for operations
• And more!!!

We are also thrilled to announce we are once again partnering with the Memphis World Trade Club to host our event in conjunction with the 68th Annual Port of New Orleans Night, held at the Peabody Hotel in downtown Memphis!

To register for State of Freight, visit: http://bit.ly/327rEzM